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The Future of Urbanization
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Periodically in intellectual history, new movements of ideas
arise when familiar institutions are viewed in unfamiliar ways:
Keynes and his General Theory of Employment, Interest and
Money; Adam Smith's reinterpretation of markets and labor;
Marx's reappraisal of class structure; Freud and the familial
household; Dewey and the schoolroom. We are now on the
brink of a similar evolution in our concept of cities, emerging
from a 20th-century view of urban life and management that
was shaped by colonial, early industrial, and traditional agrarian
philosophies.

Powerful forces are converging to create an increasingly interconnected urban infrastructure that is
essentially a new stratum of the geopolitical landscape. These forces include international finance,
security needs, environmental developments, and technological advancements. The result is a growing
phenomenon of global urban connectivity: cities around the world are creating a new transnational
political and economic realm separate from traditional nation-to-nation interactions. While there may yet
be no reason to expect economic and technological relations between London, Beijing, and New York
City to overshadow macro-relations between Britain, China, and the United States, inter-urban
cooperative structures will increasingly influence national and international affairs. Current urban
telecommunity theory illustrates some of the practical impacts of this trend as well as its profound
implications for urban philosophy.

Urban Telecommunities As Regional Growth Engines

A good microcosmic example is an initiative to develop the town of La Plata, Maryland, into a pioneering
telecommunity (E-Burb or wired suburb), presenting significant implications for the future of greater


